
Highest standard of purity and greatest nourishing power—
fully ripened crops with fully developed nutrients

introduced Transcendental 
Meditation to the world fifty 
years ago and brought en-
lightenment  to millions of 
people, and having cele-
brated the Golden Jubilee 
of his worldwide move-
ment, July 2005, is offering 
to the world freedom from 
problems, perfect health, 
and invincibility to every 
nation by creating groups 
of Yogic Flyers to create 
coherence in collective 
consciousness and through 
the construction of healthy 
fortune-creating homes, 
 offices, cities, according to 
Vedic  Architecture.  Maha-
rishi is now establishing 
Vedic Universities, Colleg-
es, and Schools to make 
Total Knowledge available 
to every student through 
the technology of utilizing 
the total knowledge of Nat-
ural Law—the Constitution 
of the Universe, the Unified 
Field of all the Laws of 
 Nature, the light of God—
in every thought, speech, 
and action of everyone.
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We are adding the word ‘Vedic’ to organic 
because ‘Veda’ means ‘know ledge’—To-
tal Knowledge—so adding ‘Vedic’ means 
apply ing the organizing power of Total 
Knowledge to the field of agriculture.

1. ‘Vedic Organic’ means organic agriculture en
riched by the nourishing influence of Veda—the 
nourish ing influ ence of Natural Law—as avail
able in the melod ies of the Vedic Sounds, the mel
odies of the Vedic Literature.

2. Natural Law is the intelligence of Nature con
sti tuting all the Laws of Nature responsible for 
cre ation and evolu tion—the cycles of life and 
creation.

3. The creative impulses of the Laws of Nature—
Vedic Vibrations—are the vibrations that carry 

the nour ishing influence of the evolutionary qual
ity of the Laws of Na ture fundamental to the 
growth of the plant and the nutrients within it.

4. There are forty fundamental structures of sound—
forty values of Vedic Sound—that constitute every 
aspect of the struc tural and functional aspects of the 
plant—the plant’s physiology and the intelligence 
that cre ates it and func tions through it.

 These forty values of intelligence are the Laws of 
Nature that are lively in their concentrated form 
in the seed of the plant. As the seed sprouts, these 
forty values of Creative Intelligence together pro
mote the evolution of every fibre of the plant for 
all its ma terial values.

 These forty values constitute the essence of intel li
gence, the information that is carried in the finest 
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fibre of the plant as it expresses its material value 
emerging from the abstract, unmanifest intelli
gence of the sap—evolving from its unmani fest 
value to its manifest value.

5. These forty values of pure intelligence, of Veda, 
will be enlivened for their fully blossomed poten
tial when these melodies are sung in the fields.

 The healing and nourishing influence of 
Vedic Sound is well documented by sci en
tific re search, not only in humana life, but 
also in the animal and plant b kingdoms. 

6. When the natural sounds of Nature, the sounds 
of Natural Law, the sounds of the Veda, are sung, 
they res on ate with the structured sound in Nature, 

en livening and revitalizing life from its source 
and influencing every level of evolution—indi
vidual to Cosmic.

7. The Vedic Melodies 
(Vedic Recitations) are so 
or gan  ized that at each stage 
of the growth of the plant 
there are suitable melodies 
to bring about the full blos
soming of that stage of de
velop ment, so that at each 
stage the plant develops in 
the fullness of its structure 
and function—for its full 
nutri tional and lifesup
porting values.

A Effect of different sounds on growth of human can
cer cell lines in vitro: Alternative Therapies in Clinical 
Practice 3(4) (1996): 25–32. This research compared 
the nourish ing and healing effect of Vedic Sound, Såma 
Veda, with the lifedamaging effect of rock music. Vedic 
Sound healed the cancer, whereas rock music increased 
its destructive nature.

B The extreme sensitivity, receptivity, and intuitiveness 

of the plant kingdom may not be known and appreci
ated by many. Much is known, much is documented; 
but there are still many secrets of Nature’s functioning 
avail able only to the enlight  ened of every generation. 
The Vedic Litera ture un folds the mech anics, and some 
modern scientific docu mentation and research is also 
available. (Refer to the Maharishi Vedic Organic Agri-
culture—Healthy Food for Happy Life gilded pocket
book, an MVU Press publication.)
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This is the gift  
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to the  
field of  
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Practical Purposeful Programme

ª Knowledge of total Natural Law will be of
fered to all the farmers, preferably in their 
own Mother Tongue. 

ª The farmer’s daily working schedule will be 
from between four to six hours.

ª Farmers will be provided with modern farm
ing implements wherever traditional plough
ing systems are no longer available.

ª The whole farming community will have 
enough leisure time, morning and evening, 
for meditation and religious and spiritual 
practices, and to enjoy their cultural music 
and celebrations on a daily, weekly, monthly, 
and yearly basis, so that everyone’s life is 
always in the waves of happiness.

ª Mother at home: mothers will nourish their 
children at home and will not be required to 
expose themselves to the hardships of farm
ing, because when mother has no time to nour
ish the children, every generation becomes 
weaker and weaker.

This is the gift  
of ‘VEDIC’  
to the  
field of  
‘or ganic’.

 8. The ‘Vedic’ element added to organic agri cul
ture is a phenomenon of intelligence—a phe nom
enon of con scious ness—a phenomenon of the 
Creative Intelli gence of Nature directly applied 
to support different stages of evolution of the 
plant and the nutrients within it.

 9. When the difference between conventional 
agri culture and organic agriculture has been 
realized, then as a second stage of adding a more 
nouris h ing value, the ‘Vedic’ value is being add
ed to bring the advantage of the total nourish ing 
value and total nourishing power to the food 
that we eat.

 Maharishi Vedic Organic Agriculture therefore 
offers the most nourishing quality of food.
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Maharishi Vedic Agriculture UniversityMaharishi Vedic Agriculture UniversityMaharishi Vedic Agriculture UniversityMaharishi Vedic Agriculture UniversityMaharishi Vedic Agriculture University

Maharishi Vedic Agriculture University, estab
lished in cooperation with Maharishi University 
of Management, is including in its curriculum the 
knowledge and application of the most basic  levels 
of Natural Law in the field of agriculture. By tak
ing recourse to the most fundamental level of Nat
ural Law—the Unified Field of all the Laws of 
Nature—the soil, seed, the weather, and the farmer 
will receive the full support of Natural Law, bring
ing fulfilment to the purpose of agriculture.

Vedic Organic Agriculture, as available at Maha
rishi Vedic Agriculture University, employs the 

skilled hand of Nature—total Natural Law—to 
quietly organize the infinitely complex network of 
factors influencing agricultural production. 

Maharishi Vedic Organic Agriculture allows the 
full creative potential of Natural Law to be ex
pressed on every level of agriculture. All the Laws 
of Nature rise to support the soil, the seed, the 
weather, and the farmer so that seasons come on 
time and crops are abundant. 

National selfsufficiency will be the harvest of 
Maharishi Vedic Organic Agriculture through the 
knowledge and technology available at Maharishi 
Vedic Agriculture University.

Knowledge and Technology of Natural Law
ª Maharishi Vedic Organic Agriculture for good health;
 Web: www.MVOA.com; www.MVOAI.org
ª Maharishi’s Transcendental Meditation for higher conscious

ness; Web: http://transcendental-meditation.globalgoodnews.com
ª Maharishi Yagya to avert the danger that has not yet come, 

and to secure a more fortunate future;
 Web: www.vedicknowledge.com/jyotish_yagya.html;  

E-mail: jyotish-yagya@Maharishi.net
ª Maharishi Sthåpatya Veda to bring the nourishing support of 

Natural Law to every aspect of daily life through healthy homes 
and buildings oriented to gain maximum advantage from the 
lifegiving sun, planets, and stars. 

 Web: www.sthapatyaveda.com; www.GlobalReconstruction.org
 E-mail: VedicArchitecture@Maharishi.net
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Who we areWho we areWho we areWho we are

Our winning pointsOur winning pointsOur winning pointsOur winning points

Our cropsOur cropsOur cropsOur crops

Who we are

Maharishi Vedic Organic Agriculture is dedicated 
to promoting farming in developing countries that 
produces healthy, nourishing fruit and vegetables 
of the highest quality.

Maharishi Vedic Organic Agriculture is starting to 
farm on virgin soils in order to make pure, unadul
terated organic foods widely available in abundance, 
and also to raise the quality of life of local farmers 
through farming that is exportoriented.

We are now starting to grow our first tropical fruit 
crops.

Our winning points
ª Cultivation of unused agricultural land in de

veloping countries to grow nutritious, topqual
ity organic crops for export and for domestic 
markets.

ª Highest standard of purity and quality control.

ª A specialty—sunripened fruit picked from the 
tree ensuring the full nourishing value of the 
crops.

ª Produce airfreighted to ensure maximum freshness.

ª Local farmers and workers earn a fair wage.

ª Our Vedic organic agriculture projects aim to 
eliminate poverty in the world.

ª Crops are certified by internationally recognized 
organic certification agencies in each country 
with our added ‘Vedic Organic’ seal representing 
the highest standard of purity and greatest nour
ishing power.

We welcome any company that would like  
to invest in our projects in  
order to secure the  
regular supply  
of their  
chosen  
varieties  
of fruit and  
vegetables.

Our crops: melons, banana, pineapple, papaya, 
assorted vegetables, beans, nuts, grains and seeds, 
medicinal herbs, ginger, aromatic plants and flowers 
for essential oils, aloe vera, and very pure tropical 
flower honeys.
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Passion Fruit crop Pinapple cropPassion Fruit crop

Maharishi Countries of World Peace

Maharishi Vedic Farms

Bean crop Pumpkin crop
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Sweet Pepper crop Papaya and Sesame crop

Papaya crop

Our wish-yielding cows

Banana crop
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Maharishi Vedic Farms  
around the world are now producing  

tropical fruits and vegetables, nuts and seeds, oils, 
spices and medicinal herbs, grains and pulses.

Order Now 
We can grow your chosen varieties.

(see last page for contact information)

Melon varieties

Neem crop

Coconut Palms

Sunflower and 
Melon crop



Maharishi Vedic Farms are 
being de veloped as a global 
programme to eliminate pov-
erty. Maharishi Vedic Farms 
are the ‘Lands of World Peace’, 
because Maharishi Vedic 
 Organic Agriculture is a pro-
gramme based on life  energy, 
life-force, and the intelligence 
of life which nat urally, silently, 

in the most peaceful way, 
admin isters the evolutionary 
process of life in the plant king-
dom. All these ‘Lands of World 
Peace’—patches of land with 
maximum fertility,  lively nour-
ishing power—will together 
form the nucleus of Maha-
rishi’s Global Country of 
World Peace.

We are your choiceWe are your choiceWe are your choiceWe are your choice
for pure honey (available now), and fresh fruit and vegetables, herbs, grains, sesame (coming soon).

We can grow for you: we can grow your chosen variety of organic fruit and vegetables

e-mail: veggies@MaharishiVedicOrganicProducts.org  
      and vedicorganics@earthlink.net
web: www.mvccsa.com 
    

e-mail: MVOAL@Maharishi.net, MVOAI@Maharishi.net, 
      and MaharishiHoney@Maharishi.net
web: www.MVOA.com, www.MVOAI.org,  
      and www.MaharishiHoney.com

We welcome you to make an exclusive arrangement with us so that you can be our sole agent in your country.

©2010 Maharishi Vedic Organic Agriculture Ltd, GmbH. and Maharishi Vedic University

We are your choice


